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Objective

1. Finish the web utility we were given so that its functional 

and allows students to make reservations for machines 

using billing codes.

2. Authenticate UI students and faculty.

3. Additionally, the interface should be visually appealing 

and easy to understand how to use it.
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Value
For engineering students, having access to machines to 

complete assignments is important. What can become difficult is when 

students don’t know when they can use machines or if machines are 

currently being used. The problem is students need to physically go into 

the machine shop to see what machines are being used or if they are 

available.

We plan to have a fully functional web interface where ME students can 

easily schedule times to use equipment. The webpage should be easy to 

understand and have no problems working for the next couple of years.
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Customer Requirements

•The web utility will allow students to make reservations for machines with 

billing codes and allow administrators to manage billing codes and 

perform other administrative tasks as needed.

•The lifetime of the web utility will be long term without requiring any 

maintenance or updates on the administrative end.

•The web utility will be able to control the power state of machines based 

on reservations made by the user through the use of external hardware, 

software, or both.

•The web utility will be user friendly and intuitive in design.
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Current Software and Platforms
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The Development Process

•Fix existing bugs

•Add missing core functionalities

•Improve existing functionalities (if time permits)

•Implement secure authentication method for users

•Demonstrate full website functionality on temporary server

•Migrate website to University of Idaho server
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How the Website Looks Now
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UofI
B rand ing

Incorporate 
these colors 
into the GUI.
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UofI B rand ing  - Logos
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Goals and Focus

•Design

• Focus on improving existing structure

• Make changes/additions if necessary (e.g. feature does not work 

well)

•Authentication

•Demonstrate functionality on external server

• Plan to migrate to University of Idaho server in the future
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Here we want 
to add a way 
for users to 
make 
accounts.
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Conceptual Login System

User enters email

Is it a UIdaho email?

Is user info in database?

User creates password for account
Account created in database

User is logged into webpage

YES

YES

NO

User enters their password
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Current Reservation system

• Click and drag  to reserve
• Does not work on 

smartphones
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Conceptual New Reservation System

View-Only Overview of Current 
B ookings

Date selector with calendar pop-
up

Dropdown selection (smartphone 
friendly)
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Conceptual New Reservation System

Calendar pop-up date 
selector
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Potential Risks with the project

•Misuse of website by external parties

•Only allow users with UIdaho emails to use the service

• Blocked/Read-only status utility for admins

•Free or Open-Source platforms becoming Pay to Use.

•Authentication and Encryption

•Hashing of passwords

• Integration with current University of Idaho authentication
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The Validation Approach

•Only users with UIdaho emails should be able to create accounts

•Multiple users should be able to use the website concurrently

•Users should be able to view their schedule

•Admins should have control of billing codes and admin tasks

•User login credentials should be stored securely

•Website should function indefinitely without updates
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Project Schedule and Budget

Project Schedule:

12/20 - Ability to create and save reservations, have good feedback when making reservations, 
visually show reservations on the calendar, change status of user to view only/blocked.

3/1 - Ability to authenticate users, have UI branding, change sidebar buttons so they are 
visually easier to understand, put website on UI server, switch database management to a 
permanent solution.

5/25 - Project Expo

Budget: None
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Questions?
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